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A Few (Other) Changes to the Website

We've made a few minor changes to the website but I wanted to be transparent because we didn't really consult
each other. So feel free to offer suggestions here...

Photos Section

VA7SMI added a Photos section, which I think is great. One of the issues it created though is that the header
became a bit too long and the formatting can break when the browser window is resized. From a design
perspective, I also don't want too many items in the header as it can feel cluttered.

So to keep the photos section up, I've merged the old Repeater and Nets/Contacts sections under the new Club
Info section.

2m Relocation Posts

The possible 2m relocation issue has generated a lot of buzz and I wanted to add a new link from RAC that I read
recently, but I didn't want to add a fourth post about it, so I combined all posts into one and changed the date to
today to send it back to the top.

News Feed

I changed the number of news item displayed on the front page from 10 to 4, and the number of lines previewed
from 3 to 1 to make our front page more less cluttered. Older news items can still be read by scrolling to the next
page number, or by reading the separate News Feed page that shows all posts on one page.

The links are on the top-right corner of the page:

Comments

I also think it could be cool to have a “comment” section for the posts. Dokuwiki supports this, unfortunately, from
personal experience trying this on my one website, they get taken over by spam. One simple way for us to

comment would be to use the character > followed by a comment and a signature icon: .
For example:

Feel free to comment about the website changes or other things you'd like to see on it! – Patrick, VE7HZF
2019/07/05 07:25
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